ABC Baby Cube

MATERIALS
Green, white, purple, blue, yellow and pink wool.

NEEDLES AND EXTRAS
- 4mm needle
- Tapestry needle (to sew the pieces together)
- Toy stuffing/filling 100g

TENSION
Each square is 22 stitches x 27 rows.

METHOD

LETTER A SQUARE

Make 1 using green and purple.
Cast on 22 stitches in green wool.

1. Green P (22)
2. Green K (22)
3. Green P (22)
4. Green K (22)
5. Green P4, Purple P3, Green P8, Purple P3, Green P4
6. Green K4, Purple K3, Green K8, Purple K3, Green K4
7. Repeat row 5
8. Repeat row 6
9. Repeat row 5
10. Repeat row 6
11. Green P4, Purple P14, Green P4
12. Green K4, Purple K14, Green K4
13. Repeat 11
14. Green K4, Purple K4, Green K6, Purple K4, Green K4
15. Green P5, Purple P3, Green P6, Purple P3, Green P5
16. Green K5, Purple K4, Green K4, Purple K4, Green K5
17. Green P5, Purple P4, Green P4, Purple P4, Green P5
18. Green K6, Purple K4, Green K2, Purple K4, Green K6
19. Green P6, Purple P4, Green P2, Purple P4, Green P6
20. Green K7, Purple K8, Green K7
21. Green P7, Purple P8, Green P7
22. Green K8, Purple K6, Green K8
23. Green P9, Purple P4, Green P9
24. Green K (22)
25. Green P (22)
26. Green K (22)
27. Green P (22)

Cast off all stitches

**LETTER B SQUARE**

Make 1 using pink and yellow.

Cast on 22 stitches in yellow wool.
1. Yellow P (22)
2. Yellow K (22)
3. Yellow P (22)
4. Yellow K (22)
5. Yellow P4, Pink P11, Yellow P7
6. Yellow K6, Pink K12, Yellow K4
7. Yellow P4, Pink P13, Yellow P5
8. Yellow K4, Pink K4, Yellow K7, Pink K3, Yellow K4
9. Yellow P4, Pink P3, Yellow P8, Pink P3, Yellow P4
10. Yellow K4, Pink K3, Yellow K8, Pink K3, Yellow K4
11. Yellow P4, Pink P3, Yellow P8, Pink P3, Yellow P4
12. Yellow K5, Pink K3, Yellow K7, Pink K3, Yellow K4
13. Yellow P4, Pink P13, Yellow P5
14. Yellow K6, Pink K12, Yellow K4
15. Yellow P4, Pink P12, Yellow P6
16. Yellow K7, Pink K3, Yellow K5, Pink K3, Yellow K4
17. Yellow P4, Pink P3, Yellow P5, Pink P3, Yellow P7
18. Yellow K7, Pink K4, Yellow K4, Pink K3, Yellow K4
19. Yellow P4, Pink P3, Yellow P4, Pink P3, Yellow P8
20. Yellow K8, Pink K10, Yellow K4
21. Yellow P4, Pink P9, Yellow P9
22. Yellow K10, Pink K8, Yellow K4
23. Yellow P (22)
24. Yellow K (22)
25. Yellow P (22)
26. Yellow K (22)
27. Yellow P (22)

Cast off all stitches

**LETTER C SQUARE**

Make 1 using blue and white

Cast on 22 stitches in white wool

![Diagram of Letter C Square]
4. White K [22]
5. White P8, Blue P7, White P7
6. White K6, Blue K9, White K7
7. White P6, Blue P11, White P5
8. White K4, Blue K5, White K3, Blue K5, White K5
9. White P4, Blue P5, White P5, Blue P4, White P4
10. White K4, Blue K3, White K7, Blue K4, White K4
11. White P4, Blue P3, White P15
12. White K15, Blue K3, White K4
13. Repeat row 11
14. Repeat row 12
15. Repeat row 11
16. Repeat row 12
17. Repeat row 11
18. White K14, Blue K4, White K4
19. White P4, Blue P4, White P7, Blue P3, White P4
20. White K4, Blue K34, White K5, Blue K4, White K5
21. White P6, Blue P11, White P5
22. White K6, Blue K9, White K7
23. White P8, Blue P7, White P7
24. White K [22]
25. White P [22]
26. White K [22]
27. White P [22]

Cast off all stitches

**THIN STRIPES SQUARE**

Make 1 using green and white

Cast on 22 stitches in green wool
Abbreviated instructions

Row 1 to 2 – using green wool and starting with a purl row, stocking stitch for 2 rows
Row 3 to 4 – change to white wool and starting with a purl row, stocking stitch for 2 rows
Repeat rows 1 to 4, 5 times
Row 25 to 26 - using green wool and starting with a purl row, stocking stitch for 2 rows
Row 27 – using white wool purl one row

Cast off all stitches

Row by row instructions

1. Green P [22]
2. Green K [22]
3. White P [22]
4. White K [22]
5. Green P [22]
6. Green K [22]
7. White P [22]
8. White K [22]
9. Green P [22]
10. Green K (22)
11. White P (22)
12. White K (22)
13. Green P (22)
14. Green K (22)
15. White P (22)
16. White K (22)
17. Green P (22)
18. Green K (22)
19. White P (22)
20. White K (22)
21. Green P (22)
22. Green K (22)
23. White P (22)
24. White K (22)
25. Green P (22)
26. Green K (22)
27. White P (22)

Cast off all stitches

**WIDE STRIPES SQUARE**

Make 1 using pink and blue

Cast on 22 stitches in pink wool
Abbreviated instructions

Row 1 – using pink wool, purl
Row 2 to 5 – change to blue wool and starting with a knit row, stocking stitch for 4 rows
Row 6 to 9 – change to pink wool and starting with a knit row, stocking stitch for 4 rows
Repeat rows 2 to 9 twice
Row 26 to 27 – change to blue wool and starting with a knit row, stocking stitch for 2 rows

Cast off all stitches

Row by row instructions

1. Pink P (22)
2. Blue K (22)
3. Blue P (22)
4. Blue K (22)
5. Blue P (22)
6. Pink K (22)
7. Pink P (22)
8. Pink K (22)
9. Pink P (22)
10. Blue K (22)
11. Blue P (22)
12. Blue K (22)
13. Blue P (22)
14. Pink K (22)
15. Pink P (22)
16. Pink K (22)
17. Pink P (22)
18. Blue K (22)
19. Blue P (22)
20. Blue K (22)
21. Blue P (22)
22. Pink K (22)
23. Pink P (22)
24. Pink K (22)
25. Pink P (22)
26. Blue K (22)
27. Blue P (22)

Cast off all stitches

**THREE COLOUR STRIPE SQUARE**

Make 1 using purple, green and yellow

Cast on 22 stitches in purple wool
Abbreviated instructions

Row 1 to 9 – using purple, starting with a purl row, stocking stitch for 9 rows
Row 10 to 18 – change to green wool and starting with a knit row, stocking stitch for 9 rows
Row 19 to 27 – change to yellow wool and starting with a purl row, stocking stitch for 9 rows

Cast off all stitches

Row by row instructions

1. Purple P (22)
2. Purple K (22)
3. Purple P (22)
4. Purple K (22)
5. Purple P (22)
6. Purple K (22)
7. Purple P (22)
8. Purple K (22)
9. Purple P (22)
10. Green K (22)
11. Green P (22)
12. Green K (22)  
13. Green P (22)  
14. Green K (22)  
15. Green P (22)  
16. Green K (22)  
17. Green P (22)  
18. Green K (22)  
19. Yellow P (22)  
20. Yellow K (22)  
21. Yellow P (22)  
22. Yellow K (22)  
23. Yellow P (22)  
24. Yellow K (22)  
25. Yellow P (22)  
26. Yellow K (22)  
27. Yellow P (22)  

Cast off all stitches  

**MAKING UP**  

Layout the squares in a cross shape.

![Diagram of the squares arranged in a cross]

- **A**  
- **B**  
- **Three colour stripe**  
- **C**  
- **Pink and blue stripe**

Sew the edges together using mattress stitch to make a cube, leaving one edge open to stuff. After stuffing, sew the open edge closed.